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Spigen 593CS22985 mobile phone case
(593CS22985)
Galaxy S9 Plus Case Pro Guard
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 24.37 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 5.12 €

Product details:
Product code: 593CS22985
EAN: 8809565306686
Manufacturer: Spigen

29.49 €

Product is discontinued. You
can not order it anymore.

* VAT included
Introducing the all-new Pro Guard to take protection to another level of extreme. The four-layer case was designed to
pack defense at its fullest every inch of the device minus the excessive bulk. The back of the device is guarded with a
shock-absorbent and rigid layer while the front uses the combination of a rigid frame and custom fit glass for screen
protection. Every contour is finished off with gloss detailing to highlight areas cut from unnecessary bulk for an
ergonomic feel. Experience endless adventures with the new Pro Guard.
- Four-layer design for 360° heavy-duty protection
- Front frame adds extra coverage along the front edges
- Touch responsive built-in screen for added screen defense
- Quick access with precise cutouts and responsive buttons
Main specifications:

Features
Case type:
Colour of product:
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:

Shell case
Purple
Samsung
Samsung Galaxy S9 Plus

Design
Material:

Tempered glass,Thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU)

Packaging content
Screen protector:

Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

